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Summary
Recently developed traction data for Rocket Propellant 1
(RP-1), a hydrocarbon fuel of the kerosene family, were used
to develop the parameters needed by the bearing code
SHABERTH in order to include RP-I as a lubricant choice.
As an aid to future additions, a review of the procedure lbr
inputting data for a new lubricant choice is presented. In
particular, the fluid traction model used by SHABERTH is
discussed, and issues concerning it are presented. In the
process of fitting the RP-l traction data to the model, certain
assumptions and simplifications were necessary. The error
resulting Dora making these simplifications is discussed.
A slight error was detected in the traction equations that are
in the SHABERTH program, but a lack of traction data on
the original lubricants prevented immediate correction of the
error. However, the error was judged insignificant to the
traction prediction for RP-1. A temperature dependency that
is not accounted for by the model was found in a particular
traction coefficient tbr RP-I. The maxinmm traction coeffi-
cients that were predicted by using temperature-averaged
coefficients erred by an average of 12 percent, whereas those
predicted by' using the discrete coefficients at the two
temperature conditions erred by an average of 4 percent.
Currently, the temperature-averaged coefficients are being
used. The model of the pressure-viscosity coefficient as a
function of temperature was modified for RP-I by using
pressure-viscosity data valid for RP-I.
Background
The introduction of reusable engines for space launch
vehicles has made necessary the development of more rigorous
design methodologies for hmg-life bearings in launch vehicle
turbopump applications. Considerations of weight anti
simplicity require that the working fuel and oxidizer be used
as the turbopump coolant and lubricant: however, there is
currently a lack of data on the theological properties of the
types of fluids used in these applications at the conditions
present in a bearing contact (i.e., high pressures and potentially
high shear rates).
One fuel that has been considered for use in future launch
vehicles (e.g., the advanced launch system (ALS)) is Rocket
Propellant 1 (RP- 1), a type of kerosene. Though RP- 1 has been
used in the past to cool and lubricate the bearings of expendable
launch vehicles, such as Titan, only a small amount of data
on its theological properties has been collected (rel\s. 1 to 3).
In order to design long-life bearings to be run in RP-I, the
bearing behavior needs to be theoretically analyzed. One of
the most widely used rolling-element-bearing design and
analysis tools is the computer code SHABERTH (Shaft Bearing
Thermal Analysis, ref. 4): SHABERTH simulates the
thermomechanical performance of a load support system
consisting of up to five ball. cylindrical, or tapered-roller
bearings. Transient or steady-state temperatures can be
calculated by using a lumped-mass thermal rnodel that takes
into account free convection, forced convection, conduction,
radiation, and mass transport heat transfer.
Since the SHABERTH code takes into account the influence
of the lubricating fluid on bearing behavior, it requires certain
empirical theological data |br the particular fluid. The
SHABERTH code currently contains hard-coded theological
data on a number of lubricants. These data consist of density:
thermal coefficient of expansion: thermal conductivity: the
relationships of viscosity and temperature, and pressure-
viscosity coefficient and temperature at ambient pressure: and
the characteristics of fluid traction as a function of shear rate.
The rheological properties of RP-I. a low-viscosity fuel,
differ greatly from those of the lubricating oils currently in
the program as lubricant choices: lherelore, the SHABERTH
code had to be modified to include RP-1. The density, thermal
expansion, and thermal conductivity, as well as data for
viscosity with respect to temperature and for the pressure-
viscosity coefficient as a ['unction of temperature were avail-
able. The characteristics of traction force as a function of shear
rate, however, needed to be established. Once all of the
rheological data were established, they had to be fit to the
various rheological models used by the code; this determined
the inherent parameters that needed to be hard-coded into the
SHABERTH code.
Introduction
The purposes of this report are (1) to review the general
procedure for inputting data for a new lubricant choice into
the SHABERTH bearing code and to describe the theoretical
traction model used by SHABERTH, (2) to describe the lilting
of the experimental RP-1 fluid traction data to the model, and
(3)topresentresultsandquantifytheerrorduetomaking
certainassumptions.All RP-I parametersneededby
SHABERTHtoruntheprogramarespecified.
Aspreviouslymentioned,inordertopredictthebehavior
of abearingbeinglubricatedandcooledbyaspecificfluid,
theSHABERTHbearingcoderequiresempiricallyderived
theologicaldataon the fluid (viscosity-temperature
relationship,density,thermalexpansion,thermalconductivity,
pressure-viscositycoefficient,andtractionforceasafunction
of shearate).Theexperimentaldatamustbefit tovarious
theologicalmodelsthathecodeusestodeterminethevalues
ofspecificparametersforthatfluid.Thesevaluesmusthen
behard-coded.A reviewoftheentireprocedureispresented
toaidinfuturelubricantadditions.Thisreviewutilizesmaterial
fromreferences4to6.Inparticular,thefluidtractionmodel
usedbytheSHABERTHcodeisdiscussedindetail.
Experimentalviscosity-temperature,d nsity,thermal
expansion,andthermalconductivitydatafor RP-Iwere
obtainedfromreference7.Theexperimentalcharacteristics
of traction[brceasa functionof shearateneededto be
established.Thetractionforceinabearingcontactisdependent
notonlyonshearate(orslidingvelocity)butalsoonthe
maxinmmHcrtziancontactpressure,therollingvelocity,and
thetemperatureofthefluidinthecontact.Aneffortwasmade
to obtainexperimentaldataonthetractioncoefficientasa
functionofslidingvelocityforRP-1fuelatvariousconditions
of maximumcontactpressure,rollingvelocity,andtemper-
ature.Theworkwasconductedonatwindisktractiontester
byusingsidesliptoproducethetraction.Furtherinformation
onthetestingcanbefotmdin reference8, whereRP-1data
pertainingto thepressure-viscositycoefficientat ambient
pressureasa functionof temperature,whichwasusedto
modifytheSHABERTHcode,canalsobefound.
Fittingtheexperimentaldatato thetheologicalmodelsi
straightforwardforallbutthelluidtractionmodel.Therefore,
onlythefittingof theRP-1fluidtractiondatato thefluid
tractionmodelwill bediscussedin detail.Thenecessary
parametersfi_rall of themodelswill bespecified.
IntheprocessoffittingtheRP-1tractiondatatothetraction
modelthatexistsinthecode,certainassumptionsandsimpli-
ficationswerenecessary.Theerrordueto makingthese
simplificationsi quantifiedby comparingtheoretical
predictionsof tractionforcewithandwithoutthesimplifica-
tionsto eachotherandto theexperimentaldata.
Review and Discussion of the SHABERTH
Rheological Models
Fluid Property Models
This section describes the density, thermal conductivity,
viscosity and temperature, and pressure-viscosity and temper-
ature models already in the SHABERTH code (see ref. 6).
Values for the parameters within the m_x:lels fi)r RP-1 are listed
in appendix A.
Although the SHABERTH code requires the user input file
to be in SI units and furnishes the output in SI units, the internal
calculations are all done in English units. Also, some of the
models used are based on empirical equations that were
developed by using a mixture of SI and English units.
Therefore, some variation occurs in the system of units
required for each piece of property data that must be hard-
coded. The proper units for each piece of information are
specified. All symbols are defined in appendix B.
Density, thermal expansion coefficient, and thermal
conductivity.--The SHABERTH code assumes a linear
relationship between fluid density and temperature, with the
thermal expansion coefficient being the slope. The necessary
parameters are the fluid density p (in g/cm 3at 60 °F) and the
thermal expansion coefficient G (in (g/cm3)/°C), which can
be obtained as the slope of the line of the specific gravity
plotted as a function of temperature 7". The code internally
converts G to degrees Fahrenheit and calculates density using
oT = p (at 60 °F) - G (at T- 60 °F) (1)
The thermal conductivity of the fluid Kt', which must be
expressed in the code in watts/meter °C, is assumed to be
constant with temperature. In actuality, it varies slightly with
temperature, so the user must choose the specific temperature
at which to take the thermal conductivity data.
Viscosity as a function of temperature.--The kinematic
viscosity _, in centistokes (cSt) at atmospheric pressure is
calculated as a ['unction of temperature from Wahher's relation
(ref. 6)
Ioglo[lOgl0(V + 0.6)] = A - B logl0(T + 459.7) (2)
A and B are lubricant-dependent constants determined by
substituting into equation (2) the experimental data of kinematic
viscosity v (in cSt) as a function of temperature T (in °F).
SHABERTH calculates the absolute viscosity at ambient
pressure r/{_in centipoise (cP) using
_ = up (3)
The necessary parameters for the code are A, B. and u at
both 100 and 210 °F, in est.
An auxiliary temperature-viscosity coefficient _ (in l/°R),
which is needed for use in a film-thickness thermal reduction
factor, is found by calculating
/ (at 100 °F)\
"\_t0 (at 210 °F)//
(4)
Pressure-viscosity coefficient as a function of
temperature.--The SHABERTH code calculates the value of
the pressure-viscosity coefficient oe (in2/lb) at atmospheric
pressure and a given temperature by using the following
relationship developed by Fresco (ref. 6):
¢ )2171"
oe (2.303×10 -4 ) Cr+D,logm(p)+EFflogm(")5 I
(51
where
TF 560/( T + 459.7)
l, _,]T
C_,D_,E s constants determined by Fresco
T temperature, °F
The values of Cr, Dr, and E_-are constant for all lubricant
types, so no further data are needed for the particular fluid.
However, whether this model will adequately predict pressure-
viscosity coefficients tor fluids that differ greatly from the original
lubricating oils in the c(xle is questionable. This will be discussed
in the section Pressure-Viscosity Coefficient for RP-I.
Traction
In this section, the traction curve is defined and the
SHABERTH traction model is described. All symbols arc
defined in appendix B.
The traction cur,,e.--Tevaarwerk (ref. 9) defines traction
as "the ability of a fluid fihn, trapped under high pressure
in the elastically deformed region of two loaded curved
elements, to transmit a tangential force from one element to
the other." The characteristics of traction variation with shear
rate for a fluid have an intportant effect on thc behavior of
the contacting bodies separated by the fluid, both in the motion
of the bodies and in the amount of heat generated between
them. When two contacting rolling elements that are separated
by a fluid have different surface speeds, tangential forces
develop at the area of contact. These forces, which arise from
the shearing of the fluid layer, are a function of the rate of
shear of the fluid. They are also a function of the type of fluid
and of the maximum Hertzian contact pressure, rolling
velocity, and fluid temperature within the contact area.
Therefore, the traction characteristics of a fluid must be
determined experimentally for each fluid. This can be done
by rotating two disks against one another and introducing a
measurable amount of slip between them while using the fluid
in question as the lubricant. Curves of traction lbrce as a
function of sliding rate can be obtained at various conditions
of maximum contact pressure P,. rolling velocity V, and fluid
temperature T. Figure 1 shows a rolling-element contact
shearing a fluid film of thickness h. The variable P is the
idealized Hertzian pressure distribution across the contact.
Shear stresses r,, which develop because of the difference in
d
Disk 1
T:.....
Disk 2
Figure l.--Rolling-clement contact
u, = U I-U, # 0.
._P=Po a2
X
showing lilm of oil under shear:
surface speeds, affect the heat generation and the tangential
forces acting on the rolling elements.
In an actual contact, the shear stress and the shear rate vary
across the thickness of the flint. It is comnton practice,
however, to treat the problern as if the shear takes place at
one plane of the flint, with the fluid entrained by disk 1
traveling at surface speed UI and the fluid entrained by disk
2 traveling at surface speed U:. Therefore, the relationship
of shear stress to shear rate can be characterized by measuring
the total traction force as a function of measurable values of
sliding speed u,, or slip, where
u_ = U l - Ue (6)
The entrainment, or rolling, velocity Vofthe fluid is taken
to be
V- UI + U2 (7)
2
Figure 2 shows the typical shape of the curve for traction
as a function of sliding speed. Traction force is expressed in
terms of a traction coefficient # where
traction force
- (8)
normal load
Three distinct regions can be identified on this curve. The
initial low-slip region of the curve is linear and is thought to
be isothermal in nature. At some sliding speed the traction
behavior becomes nonlinear, though still increasing. This region
is also thought to be isothermal. In the third region, the heat
generated by dissipative shearing of the fluid is no longer
negligible. This region is characterized by' either decreasing
traction with further increases in sliding velocity or a flattening
of the curve towards a horizontal asymptotic line.
The magnitude of a traction curve at particular conditions
can be characterized by the maximum traction coefficient
reached on the curve. Again, this is a function of maximum
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Figure 2. Trac0ml cocl'ficient ,u as a function of sliding vch)ciL,, u,.
contact pressure, rolling velocity, and fluid temperature. The
maximum traction coefficient is denoted by p,*, and the sliding
velocity at which /** occurs is denoted by u*
The SHABERTH traction modeL--This discussion applies
to the SHABERTH/SKF traction model, not the
SHABERTH/NASA model. The differences between the two
are discussed in reference 4. The complete SHABERTH/SKF
traction model comprises an asperity traction model and a
fluid-film traction nuvJel. The lubricant traction characteristics
are required only for the fluid traction model. SHABERTH
calculates h/o, that is, the ratio of fihn thickness h to composite
surface roughness o. For h/o < 0.4, traction is modeled as
purely asperity contact. For h/o > 3.0, the traction model is
purely lubricant-dependent. For 0.4 < h/a < 3.0, the model
is a combination of the asperity and fluid-film models (ref 6).
The development of the SHABERTH fluid traction model
is explained in reference 5. Since English-system units are used
in the reference material, they are used here to describe the
model and to fit data to it. Basically, the energy and momentum
equations were developed in order to find the governing
dimensionless terms. Such terms for heat conduction and
convection, slide-to-roll ratio, and the speed-viscosity product
(U = %V_/R,) are included in these equations. The total
thermal effect was assumed to be a multiplicative power
function of the individual thermal dimensionless terms, lbr
which the exponents were unknown. Adding a viscoelastic
correction to the effective viscosity term produced a
relationship between a nondimensional traction coefficient term
_' and a nondimensional sliding-speed term _bff-_. (Further
explanation of the nondimensionalization process can be lbund
in ref. 5.) The exponents of the thermal terms were determined
by using Johnson and Cameron's experimental data for a
mineral oil, Shell Turbo 33 (ref. 10). The ensuing curve of
/_' as a function of if 1,2 is constant over all maximum contact
pressures, rolling velocities, and temperaturcs, for all choices
of lubricants; it is the curve to which data for all other lubricant
choices for the program are fit. The maximum nondimensional
traction coefficient term on the curve is designated by (/_')',
and (_b0-) is the nondimensional shding-speed term at which
(#') occurs. These values which were obtained by using the
Johnson-Cameron data, are constant:
(/x')' = 0.235 and (_b _,-_)" = 8.75 x 10 5 (9)
From these values an equation is obtained for the maximum
traction coefficient p,* at particular conditions, and for the
associated sliding speed u,* as a function of those conditions
(ref. 5), as follows:
(10)
and
(___)/ .,_z.- \(128/ ,_,,_\0 4 / ,, \07
8.75×10 5 [ n^;. ] (q,,Pv-_ [%v,_]
(11)
Four other lubricants have been added to the SHABERTH
code. They are a polyphenyl ether (5P4E), MIL-L-7808 oil,
MIL-L-23699 oil, and a fluorinated polyether (Freon E-I).
Calculation of the Fluid Traction Parameters for
SHABERTH
In this section, the procedure fi)r finding the fluid traction
parameters is described. Thereafter, a discussion of concerns
with the model and with the potential difficulties that can be
encountered in fitting the data is presented.
There are three basic steps inw)lved in fitting fh, id traction
data to the SHABERTH fluid traction model: (1) traction data
obtained for an elliptical contact must first be transformed into
equivalent traction data that would occur over a rectangular
contact at the same conditions; (2) the parameters that govern
the values of #* and u* must be determined from the trans-
formed values of the experimental data; and (3) parameters
governing the shape of the curve of/_ as a function of u, are
deternfined from the translormed data.
Transformation from elliptical- to line-contact data.--The
SHABERTH traction model was developed on the basis of a
rectangular, or "line," contact (ref. 5). When analyzing an
elliptical contact, the SHABERTH code divides the contact
into discrete rectangular strips, the length of the strips being
in the rolling (x) direction as in figure 3. SHABERTH then
calculates a traction force for each strip and integrates the
traction force over the elliptical contact. Experimental traction
data obtained over an elliptical contact must be transformed
to the equivalent traction data that would occur over a line
contact at the same contact conditions. McCool et al. (ref. 5)
developed a method for this transformation.
x_ V, Us
Fi_[ll'C_.--R ) lg e CllICIl'[contact cllip',cshm_ ing discrete rectangular strips
utilized by SHABERTH.
The pressure distribution over a line contact is assumed to
be constant in the rolling direction and to vary semielliptically
(as shown in fig. 1) along the semimajor (y) axis; that is, strip
to strip. If the pressure distribution and geometry of the
equivalent line contact, and the traction force-pressure
relationship are known, the traction force over the contact can
be calculated. The traction force-pressure relationship, which
varies with rolling velocity, temperature, and sliding velocity,
can be found from the experimental elliptical traction data.
The measured total traction force Tu is divided by the
length 2a of the elliptical contact in the y-direction to obtain
an average traction force per unit length Tt¢. Then a
relationship must be found between TR and Po; this is possible
with the assumption that a polynomial relationship can
reasonabl 3 model the data for TR as a function of Po, while
remaining easy, to integrate analytically. Therefore, a general
relationship of the form
T R -- d u + d,P,, + d2P_, + N3P_, + d4 P4 (12)
where
do,dl ,d: ....
7e
(1
polynomial coefficients to be determined
TRf2a
measured traction force
contact semimajor length
was integrated over the line contact to obtain an expression
for equivalent average traction per unit length, over a line
contact, as a function of P,,. From this integrated expression
and the original polynomial of equation (12), the following
relationship between the elliptical-and the lme-contact traction
coefficients was obtained (it requires only the polynomial
coefficients do,d1 ..... and the maximum Hertzian pressure
of the particular elliptical contact):
_ oo+o,e,,+ +c,e',,+ (13)
P-cllipti_.'al , do + diP,, + d2P_, + dsP_ + dzP,4,
where
Go (rr!2)do
Gl 2dl
G, (3r/4)d:
G3 (8/3)d3
G 4 (15rr/16)d4
For a particular fluid, at each condition of rolling velocity,
temperature, and sliding velocity, the experimental data for
average traction force Te as a function of maximum contact
pressure P,, are fit to equation (12) in order to find the
polynomial coefficients. These coefficients and the particular
contact pressure of interest are substituted into equation ( 13),
whereby equivalent traction coefficient data over a line contact
are determined.
Traction parameters governing the maximum traction
coefficient and the sliding velocity of maximum traction.--
The traction parameters needed by SHABERTH to find the
values of #* and u,*at particular contact conditions are those
dealing with the viscoelastic relationship and son-re
proportionality constants.
The viscoelastic relationship defines an effective fluid
viscosity rb., at contact conditions, as a function of ambient
fluid viscosity rt0, contact pressure P,,, and fluid entrainment
vekx:ity V. Thc viscoelastic mcxlel in SHABERTH is of the form
(14)
where J'I:P,, and (V/Vo) -x° are viscoelastic corrections for the
pressure and the entraimncnt velocity, respectively. The
viscoelastic parameters that must be found for each new
lubricant are f!P,,i and X0.
The exponent X_)is obtained by fitting the experimental data
for y* as a function of V, at constant temperature and pressure,
to a relationship of the torm
#, = C,,,V'_3 (15)
where C,,, is a constant of prolx)rtionality and by defining 3'3 as
% = a3 + 0.5Xo(al + a2) - Xo - ('t + nl(az - 1) + 0.5a=
(16)
where
ai = 0.236
a, = 0.55
a_ = 0.22
c i = 0.{}22
The coefficients al,a2,a3,c I were developed from the
Johnson-Cameron data. The term nj is the exponent of the
rolling speed l'ronl the film thickness relationship. With a value
of n I = 0.7 taken for a typical unstarved contact, the equation
reduces to
0.165 - Y3
Nt- 0.607 (17)
The function f;!P,,i is found by using equation (10) and the
experimental contact conditions and traction data to calculate
values of r/e as a function of P,. From the viscoelastic
relationship,
.f;p,> = (q<-2_( V_ x°
\'7o/\_/
(14)
fP,,; can be found as a function of P,, since X_3has been
calculated previously. The constant V0 will be discussed shortly.
The SHABERTH model forf!P,,i was developed from the
Johnson-Cameron data. Figure 4 shows the relationship
obtained from these data plotted on log-log coordinates. This
figure shows not only that the relationship is exponential but
also that the value of the exponent changes at a certain
pressure. Thereli)re. the relationship is modeled as a function
of the form
(18)
where
A, = A l, for P<,< Pi
Ai = A 2, for P,, >_ Pl
and A i, P]. and C,, are lubricant-dependent constants.
The value ofP I is chosen as the pressure (in lb/in_ x 10 5)
at which the slope of the log-log plot offiPoi as a function
of P,, changes. The value of A1 is chosen from the best-fit
value of the exponent A i over all conditions prior to Pi, and
A, is the best-fit exponent at pressures greater than or equal
to Pi- The value of C,, need not be determined from this data
fit because it is combined with other constants to form general
proportionality constants C 1 and C2, which are determined
after all of the specific parameters are found.
By substituting the viscoelastic relationship into equations
(10) and (11) and by grouping the fluid property constants into
general proportionality constams, the following equations,
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Figure 4.--Variation of viscoelastic function JIP<,} with maxin'lum contact
pressure for Shell Turbo 33 oil used to develop SHABERTH fluid traction
model.
relating It* and U* to P,,, V, rl0, and h, are obtained:
and
Ip \°mAi
i t* =(Ci)P,Tt-141 <'1 _059V(0.4s o.6ixo) h 0.45 (19)rE) ,,o
/p ",,-t).4a i
u* = (COP-° i4 t <,/ - i I v(O 4xo-o.t)_)h -o55
-,,, t_li ) rio (20)
where
A, = At, for P,, < P1
it i = A 2, for P,, >_ Pi
By substituting experimental values of #* and u*, at the
specific test conditions, into equations (19) and (20), best-fit
values of Ci and C2 can be determined. These equations are
used in the SHABERTH code, along with lubricant-specific
values of X0, Pi, AI, A2, C1, and C2, to predict values of It*
and u*.
The constant V0, which serves as a rolling velocity normal-
ization factor, is not a required parameter in the SHABERTH
code. It is used only when a relationship between fp,/and
P<,is fitted by using equation (14). For each of the oils dis-
cussed in reference 5, the value chosen for V0 was that of the
lowest rolling velocity condition in the particular test matrix.
However, lbr the model off:P,, shown in equation (18) (an
exponential relationship), the value of V0 has no effect on the
relevant paraineters that are being determined (i.e., the values
of AI, A__, and PI); its only effect is to shift the curve of
log[j'!P, ] as a function of log[P,,] by a constant factor. The
values of the proportionality constants C1 and C, are
determined from equations (19) and (20), which do not include
the constant V0.
Modeling the shape of the traction curve.--Once the
theoretical value of p.* has been determined by SHABERTH
for certain contact conditions, the shape of the curve of the trac-
tion coefficient as a [unction of sliding velocity is needed to
determine # at a particular sliding velocity. Experimentally
derived traction curves are of two basic types (see fig. 5). For
both types, # increases linearly at low sliding speeds and then
becomes nonlinear, increasing at a slower rate. The curve shown
in figure 5(a) reaches the value of p,* and then slowly decreases
with increasing sliding speed. The curve shown in figure 5(b)
increases continuously to an asymptotic value of #*. SHABERTH
uses the continuously increasing, asymptotic model; the other
model created convergence problems in the program.
Values must be found for the coordinates where the linearly
increasing portion of the asymptotic curve ends. These values
are dependent on the contact conditions. However, the
experimental data lbr all contact conditions falls on a single
curve of (pJ/_*) as a function of (U,/u*). Therelbre,
SHABERTH models the shape of the traction curve on the
g
,-/.£#
_t = u.*
Sliding velooily, us
(a) Curve exhibiting peak behavior.
(bl Asymptotic bcha,,ior model used m SHABERTH code.
Figure 5. Two t_pes of beha,.ior exhibited by curves of experimental traction
coefficient as a ftJnclion of qiding velocii.,,.
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basis of one set of coordinates. (X#_,YB), where the linear
portion of the experimental curve of (#/_t*/as a function of
(u,/u*) ends (see fig. 6). The SHABERTH codc then
calculates vahies of/, using
y _ tt, 0 <_ <- Xn
v* \x,,/\,,*, / ,,t
and
- '1 YI_ + Y.Xt_J ,2 > XBy, Yu ( +
(21)
where
YI_ 1 - Yn
Xz_ (u,fu,*) - Xt_
Issues Concerning the SHABERTH Fluid Traction Model
Issues relevant to the SHABERTH fluid traction model and
the problems that can arise during the fitting of the
experimental traction data and the extraction of the parameters
are discussed.
Transformation from elliptical- to line-contact data.--Care
must be taken when fitting a polynomial to the elliptical-contact
data of TR as a function of P,,. As previously discussed, the
resulting polynomial models the relationship between T,_and
P as it varies over a rectangular (line) contact. Equation (13)
was developed by integrating a general foma of the polynomial
across incremental strips of a line-contact area l\_r which the
pressure is P, at the center strip and decreases semielliptically
toward the edge of the contact in the v-direction, lhcrei\we
the polynomial for each set of contact conditions must bc valid
down to pressures below P,.
Figure 7 shows a possible example of a polynonfial fit tO
experimental data. The points ,4, B. C, and D represent
140
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Figure 7. Example t_l" a l',.lyn,mnia] fil thrc+ugh tour points rcprcsenling
cxpcrilncnlal data.
experimental data points. As P decreases, the polynomial
reaches a minimuln and then begins increasing at values
of P not far below the value of P,, for conditions at point A--
behavior which is not valid for traction as a function of
pressure.
if the polynomial coefficients obtained from the original four
data points are used in equation (13) for the maximum pressure
condition at point A, and to a lesser degree at conditions of
point B. the resulting #l,,,J_.llip,,.,i values are often
implausible. This problem was first encountered with the RP-1
experimental traction data. Since there were only four
conditions of pressure for the fit, second-order polynomials
were used. Reference 5 contains experimental elliptical-
contact data and equivalent transformed line-contact data for
a polyphenyl ether (SP4E), which had a test matrix containing
three conditions of pressure. When the transformation method
was applied to this elliptical data. also using second-order
polynomials, the same problems occurred as with the RP-1
data. The transformed line-contact data for 5P4E, obtained
at the lowest two conditions of P,, by using polynomials fit
to the listed experimental traction data, often did not match
the original transformed data listed in reference 5. Also, they
were not reasonably expected values. When the polynomials
for these cases were examined, they exhibited behavior such
as shown in figure 7. The erroneous increase of TR at
pressures still well within the contact ellipse has a profound
effect on the resulting P, linc//,tcllipticul values.
A method was found to solve this problem. First, fit a
geometric relationship to the data of TR as a function of P,,
such that
TR = b,(by") (22)
where bl and b 2 are coefficients of the geometric fit.
An advantage of this relationship is that TR goes to zero as
P,, goes to zero, which is in keeping with physical reality. By
using equation (22), values of TR at pressures below the
lowest test matrix P, were predicted. Then the original and
predicted data for TR as a function of P,, were used together
to fit a polynomial of the form of equation (12). The resulting
set of polynomial coefficients (do, etc.) were used in
equation (13) to obtain final values of/.tlme/p.clliptical. For 5P4E
the results of this method were in good agreement with the
original transformed line-contact data listed in reference 5 for
all conditions. Another method was also tried, using an
exponential relationship of the form f_e = b,(P,h_) in place
of equation (22), but these results did not agree as well with
the original 5P4E data. Therefore, the method that uses
equation (22) is recommended.
Viscoelastic parameters.--The model of liP,, as a function
of P,, shown in equation (18) was developed from
expcrimcntal data that exhibited a change in the value of A_
at a pressure P_ within the experimental test matrix; it is
embedded in the final traction equations used in the
SHABERTH code. Therelbre. values for A I, A 2, and PI must
be obtained for each new lubricant.
However, it is not clear what procedure should be used to
determine values for Pi and A2 when they do not occur within
the pressure range over which the experimental data were
taken. TheflP,, data shown in reference 5 for the 5P4E and
the M1L-L-7808 oils indicate that in neithcr case is there a
change in the value of A i at any place in the experimental
pressure range. However, values of P_ and A 2 were selected.
On the basis of the behavior of other fluids under high
pressure (refs. 10 and I 1), it is reasonable to assume that there
is a pressure P_ at which the value of the exponent A i
decreases from Aj to some A2. The data in reference 11 show
that the pressure-viscosity coefficient oe, normally associated
with the simple power law -,/ = 7oe"e, decreases to
/3' < < o_at some pressure. The pressure-viscosity model of
equation (18) is somewhat different than this one, but since
equation (18) is still a power law, it would also be expected
to exhibit a decrease in the value of the exponent A i at some
pressure.
It is impossible to know the exact value of Pi without
experimental data. A value should be chosen that gives some
weight to the experimentally derived value of A_; that is, a
value which extends, somewhat, the range at which Aj is
valid beyond the highest pressure in the test matrix. However,
the value choscn for Pi should not be too much higher than
the experimental range, since the error due to using A_ at
pressures where the actual behavior follows A2 has
exponential effects on the predicted values of viscosity. For
the 5P4E and the MIL-L-7808 oils respectively, values of
PL were chosen that were 14 and 20 percent greater than the
highest experimental contact pressure. This seems reasonable.
The only data available on which to base a choice of the
value of A: are those of Johnson and Cameron for Shell
Turbo 33. The most reasonable recourse seems to be to choose
a value of A2/At based on A2/A l for Shell Turbo 33 and then
find A, from the value olAt for the particular fluid. For Shell
Turbo 33, Az/AI = 0.635.
In choosing a value of A2/At tbr other fluids, a more
conservative prediction of viscosity is obtained by erring on the
low side of the actual A, than by erring by the same amount
on the high side, because of the exponential effect. Therefore,
a value of less than 0.635 is recommended for A2/AI.
For the other original lubricants in the SHABERTH code,
the lbllowing Ax/AI values were used: 5P4E, 0.456;
MIL-L-7808, 0.363; and M1L-L-23699, 0.5.
Final fluid traction equations.--Equations (19) and (20)
show the final equations used by the SHABERTH code to
predict _* and u.* as functions of P,, _o, V, and h. However,
a slight error has been detected in these tbrmulas. In the
original traction equations developed by McCool, et al. (ref. 5)
i** = C,,p,,lb 0.2_h o45 (23)
where
C,,, proportionality constant
b 27rR_(P,,)/E'
h C,l(ce%V)°VP,, °3 lbr typical unstarvcd contact
Substituting the expression fl)r b into equation (23) gives the
relation
I** - C,,,P,, l esh o.45 (24)
The - 1.28 value of the P,, exponent is that value for which
tl is still a separate variable in the equation. To find the total
relationship between _t* and P,,, the flint thickness term tl was
broken up to give
t** = C,,P,. I 14 (25)
Here, the - 1.14 value of the P,, exponent is that for which
Ii is no longer a variable in the equation.
In equations (19) and (20), however, h has been reintroduced
as a variable. The exponents associated with r/0 and V are the
appropriate ones since the film thickness term includes
contributions of rl0 and V. The exponent of P,,, on the other
hand, has been left as -1.14.
The corrected equations should read
,/_ \0 61 "1t
_t* = (C,)P,/"2s{r"_ 71]..S,,ViO.4, o<_,, h -o.45 (26)
\F,/
and
0.__s//P.\
U* =(C2)P" kP1)
0.4A t
_lli I iVY°4 I1°9_h-°55 (27)
where
A i = A 1, for P,, < Pt
A_ = A2, for P,, >- PI
The exponent of P,, cannot be easily changed in the
program for the following reason: once Ai, A2, Xo, and Pi
have been determined from equations (17) and (18), the
traction data are used to determine the values ot' C_ and C2
for each lubricant. The hard-coded values of CI and C2 for
the existing choices were calculated by using Po i 14. Without
the original traction data tbr these lubricants, the values of
Ci and C2 associated with P,712_ cannot be calculated. The
difference in traction prediction between the two sets of
equations for the RP- 1 data at the experimental conditions will
be shown to be negligible.
Development of the SHABERTH Fluid
Traction Parameters for RP-1
In this section, the experimental traction data for RP-I, a
modified model of the pressure-viscosity coefficient for RP-1,
and the fitting of the data to the SHABERTH fluid traction
model are discussed.
Experimental Traction Data for RP-I
After a description of the RP- 1 traction test matrix, the effect
of transforming the experimental elliptical-contact traction data
to equivalent line-contact traction data is shown. General trends
of the transformed RP-I data are also presented.
Test matrix conditions.--A twin disk tester generated data
for traction force as a function of sliding speed for RP-1 fuel.
An elliptical contact under various conditions of Hcrtzian
pressure, rolling speed, and temperature (ref. 8) was used.
The transverse radius of curvature of the lower disk was
infinity: the upper disk was a toroid, the curvature of which
produced the desired contact geometry. The traction data were
generated with side slip, which can be produced by skewing
the toroid about the normal to the horizontal plane. The slide-
to-roll ratio u,/V can be controlled and measured via the skew
angle. The test matrix is listed in table I. Figure 8 shows a
typical set of curves for experimental traction coefficient bt
as a function of uJV for elliptical contact. This particular set
of curves shows the variation of traction with rolling velocity
at one condition of pressure and temperature. In general,
traction decreases with increasing rolling velocity, increases
with increasing pressure, and decreases with increasing
temperature.
TABI,E I. -IL&R(;H" TESI" MATRIX CONDITIONS"
Hurl/tan pic_tuc, (;Pa (kpsi) ........... I OI (147)
1.27 (IS5)
; 160(133)
1.92 (279)
Rolling vclocil,,, re,see (in. secl ........ I0 (390)
30 (121)0)
5O (2(X)O)
Tculperalure. °('I°F) ..................... 40(104)
65 (149)
aMl paratuclclS _crc tcqcd
.o6[-
.o f ....o Rolling velocity,j vin./sec
I 7 1232
_mO 4 l-" 1965
-o6| I I I I I I I I I
-.02 0 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .12 .14 .16
Sliding velocity/rolling velocity, u s / V
Figure 8. Expcrm_ental traction coefficient ;is a function o( slide to-roll ratio
fin" RP I at yawing values of rolling ,.elocity. Contact pressure, 279 kpsi:
temperature. I 11 °F.
The conditions shown in table I represent the maximum
capabilities of the test rig. The tipper limits extend above
those of the original lubricants. For example, the Johnson-
Cameron data had the highest Hertzian pressure condition at
225 000 psi (V,..... = 1000 in./sec), and the MIL-L-7808
data inchided the highest rolling speed at 1820 in./sec
(P<,,,,_ = 150 000 psi). Values of Hertzian stress greater
than the maximum in the RP-1 matrix would result in hto
values that would trigger the asperity-contact-only traction
model. Therefore, the test matrix shown in table I is quite
adequate for the purpose of modeling the traction behavior
of RP- 1.
Transformation from elliptical-to line-contact data.--The
RP-1 data were transforined from elliptical-to line-contact data
by the method previously described. Since there were only
lbur conditions of pressure in the 11t,sccond-order polynomials
were used. Figure 9 shows a comparison of the RP-1 curve
of # as a function of u,/V for elliptical contact to that for the
equivalent transformed line contact for RP-I at one set of
conditions. The elliptical-and line-contact curves at other
conditions compare similarly. The equivalent line-contact data
always exceed the elliptical-contact data, the greatest amount
of difference being in the nonlincar region of low u,/V. The
line-to-elliptical ratio then decreases at increasing lls/l 7. Also,
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Figure 9. Comparison of RP- l experimental traction data Ior elliptical contact
tc, analytically translormed tracti{m dala [br cqui,.alent rectangular ctllllilct.
Conlact pressure, 233 kpsi: ,,elociD, 1200 in.lscc: tcuipcraturc, 11)4 °F.
the value of u*, the sliding velocity at which/** occurs, tends
to be lower lbr the line-contact data than for the elliptical data.
The behavior of the transformed data is typical of that for
other oils.
Generai trends of the RP-I data.--Figure 10 shows a plot
of/z/p.* as a function of u,/u.,* for RP-1 for all conditions in
the test matrix. Since the SHABERTH model of the traction
curve is based on the assumption that #//z* is aft, nction of
u.,/U*, only, it is desirable for the experimental data lot #//+t*
as a function of tt+/tt* to fall on one curve. In figure 10 the
RP-I data all follow the same general shape, though some
scatter is present. The scatter is not deemed large cnough to
prohibit the use of the SHABERTH traction model.
Figure 11 shows the effect of nlaxinmm contact pressure
on the values of u* and u* lbr RP-I at one cc,ndition of
rolling velocity, and fluid temperature. The behavior shown
is typical over the range of conditions. The value of #*
increases with increasing contact pressure, and the value of
u* decreases. In figure 12. the effect of rolling velocity on
the values of #* and u_* for RP-1 is shown at one condition
of contact pressure and temperature. Again, the behavior
shown is typical over the range of conditions. The value of
p.* decreases with increasing rolling velocity, and the value
of u,* increases.
Pressure-Viscosity Coefficient filr RP-I
The SHABERTH code calculates a pressure-viscosity value
as a function of temperature and lubricant ambient kinematic
viscosity by using an expression developed by Fresco (ref. 6).
This semiempirical model was developed by using data tot
fluids other than RP-I, and it accounts for different lubricant
types only in the value of the viscosity. The coefficients used
in the calculation are constant for all lubricant types. This
model was not used in the analysis of the RP-I data.
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Figure 10.--RP-I experimental data for #/p.* as a funclion of u,/u_ ['or all test matrix conditions of maximum contact pressure• rolling velocity, and
fluid temperature.
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Figure l l.--Variation of RP-I experimental maximum traction coefficient
and associated sliding velocity with maximum contact pressure. Velocity,
2000 in./sec; temperature, 104 °F.
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Figure 12.--Variat on of RP-1 experimental maximum traction coefficient
and associated sliding velocity with rolling velocity. Pressure, 233 kpsi;
temperature, 104 °F.
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As part of the effort to nleasure and analyze tile traction
data for RP- 1, pressure-viscosity data generated by Brklgman
for kerosene _ere obtained (ref. 12). The traction data specific
to RP-1 were also used to check the validity of Bridgman's
prcssu,'c-visct-,ib data lbr use with RP- I. By using the Barus
pressure-viscosn.x relationship, that is.
_lp=qO exp{ ( B_ "_]p\o + o,,/ J t2 )
where
r/0 ambient absolute viscosity at inlet temperature. Pa-sec
0 inlet temperature, °C
I) v lubricant-dependent pressure solidification
temperature, "C
B1 lubricant-dependent constant. °C/Pa
P pressure. Pa
and the reference 8 experimental data. the constants B 7 and Dp
were detennmed tot RP-I as B] =544 °C/Pa and D1,=25.6 °C
(ref. 8). This ,xas the prcssure-viscosity calculation used in
fitting the RP-1 traction data to the SHABERTH traction m(Mel.
The pressure-xiscosity coefficient _. which is used b,,.
SHABF.RTH, can be calculated from the Barus model by' usim,
B!
_ - 0 + DI, (29)
and converting from units of Pascals to square inches per
pound.
Figure 13 sho\_,s the RP-1 pressure-viscosity coefficient as
a function of temperatt, re for both the Fresco and Barus
models. The Fresco model predicts a nearly linear relationship
between the pressure-viscosity coefficient and temperature,
whereas the Barus model predicts a hyperbolic rehttionship.
The difference between the two models" pressure-viscosity
values was deemed significant enough to justify changing the
SHABERTH code so that it would branch to equation (29)
(with the appropriate values of B! and Dr) instead of using
the Fresco model whcn the lubricant is RP-I.
Fluid Traction Parameters
The final values of the SHABERTH fluid traction parameters
obtained by fitting the RP-I traction data to the previously
discussed models are listed in appendix A. Also specified are
other changes that need to be made to the SHABERTH code
to run it with RP-1 as the lubricant choice.
Viscoelastic parameters.--The value of ;% was deternfined
from equation (17) after a best-fit value of 3'3 was found.
This value was obtained by varying 3'3 from its k>west to
highest experimentally derived value, while comparing the
predicted g to the transtbrmed experimental # over all
conditions, and choosing the y_ that gave the lowest
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average percent error over the pressure and temperature
range. The resulting value was Y3 t+n+,l= -0.28+ which gives
3'o ri,ml = 0.733.
The function fP, was calculated from equations (10) and
(14) by' using X0=0.733 and V0=390 in./sec. The
relationship between f P,, and P,, is shown in figure 14 at a
particular rolling velocity and temperature: this behavior is
typical at all conditions. No change in slope occurs in the plot
of Iog[f'P, ] with respect to loglP,], thereby indicating that
the expected decrease in the exponent Ai does not occur
within the experimental range of maximum contact pressure.
This is true at all conditions of speed and temperature in the
matrix. However, based on the behavior of other fluids under
high pressures (rcfs. 10 and 11), an assumption can be made
that for RP-I, there is a Pj at which the value of the exponent
A i decreases from A_ to A 2. Since P_ cannot be determined
from the present experimental data+ the value of AI, which
was obtained from experimental data. will be assunled to be
valid up to a pressure 20 percent higher than the highest
maximum contact pressure in the test matrix. This choice gives
some weight to the experimentally derived data, while
providing a safety valve against predicting unreasonably large
values ['or viscosity. Therefore, PI = 340 000 psi.
In order to model liP,,!' as a function of P, only. the data
for f:P, with respect to P, for all conditions of roiling
velocity and fluid temperature should fall on the same curve
Figure 15 shows the variation off/P,, with P,, lbr all of the
conditions and shows the best-fit line. Note that a considerable
amount of scatter exists.
Figure 16 again shows the variation of f P,,: with P. tor
all conditions, but the data sets taken at the two tluid
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temperatures are plotted separately and the best-fit line is
drawn through each. From this figure, it is apparent that
temperature has an effect on the relationship. The value of
Al remained constant at both temperatures, only C,, is a
function of temperature. Therefore, Ai can be calculated
without regard to the effect of temperature. The best-fit value
obtained for Ai was 3.23.
The value of A_ cannot be determined directly from the
experimental data since it occurs outside of the test matrix.
The best alternative is to choose a value for A2/AI based on
the behavior of other fluids and determine A, from the value
of AI for RP-I. The only fluid data in the SHABERTH
reference material showing a decrease in A, within the
experimental test matrix are those for Shell Turbo 33,
obtained by Johnson and Cameron (ref. 10). Their data give
(A2/At)shcll Turbo 33 = 0.635.
For the same reasons stated in the section Issues Concerning
the SHABERTH Fluid Traction Model, A2/AI for RP-1 was
chosen as a lower value than that for Shell Turbo 33. For
convenience, the value chosen was (A2/AI)Rp ] = 0.5, giving
A2 = 1.6.
An additional point can be made here concerning the RP-1
parameters. The particular value chosen for A, is not of
critical importance to the traction prediction for RP-1. The
range of pressures in which A t is valid should cover all cases
in which the fluid traction plays a significant role. At higher
contact pressures, the traction force prediction is governed
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'FABLE |I.--VAI.UES OF C I AND (2', FOR VARIOUS CASES
Equalions
tl_,etl
CI
(19) and (20) 113 450
(26) and (271 62 t} 519
Telllpcra[tHc-av¢ raged
Vil]UCS
Tcmpcrature-dcpcndcnl ",Zlhies
_ At 104 °F AI 149 °F
24.65 126456 [ 21.4(I ] 99262 28.19
__..1:_640.._ 70(}536 / 11801 / 552(145 [ 15646.. _
pred()minantly by' the dry asperity traction model. However,
a value lot A, should be coded in case it is required.
There is currently no mechanism in the SHABERTH
program to handle a temperature-dependent f:p,,!'. Because
there were only, two conditions of temperature in the RP-I
experimental matrix, this study describes the error involved
in ignoring the temperature dependency,, but it does not
deveh)p a temperature-dependent algorithm.
Proportionali O' constants.--The temperature-dependent
constant C,, in equation (18) is contained in the general
proportionality constants C I and C2, which nmst be found by
fitting the transformed experimental RP-I _u*and u,* data to
equations (19) and (20), once the viscoelastic parameters have
been determined. Therefore, Ci and C, reflect the tempera-
rare dependency encountered in the flP,, data. The values
chosen for these constants are the average of the best-fit values
obtained at each temperature. The error resulting from the
temperature-averaged values of C 1 and C, will be quantified
in the section Results and Comparisons by comparing the
traction predicted by' using theln to the traction predicted by'
using the values of C t and Q obtained at each temperature.
The values of C_ and Ce are also affected by the potential
correction to equations (19) and (20), which led to equations
(26) and (27). Therefore, in the Results and Colnparisons
section, the correction to the exponent of P, will be shown
to have a negligible effect on the resulting value of /**.
Equations (19) and (20) are used in all subsequent calculations
to determine values of C 1 and C_,. The values ultimately
chosen lbr use in the SHABERTH code were the temperature-
averaged values li)und by' using the uncorrected equations (19)
and (20): that is, C I = 113 450 and C, = 24.65.
Table 1I lists the values of C I and C, found fi)r the various
cases described above, thai is, the temperature-averaged and
temperature-dependent values needed for the uncorrected
equations (19) and (20) and the conected equations (26) and (27).
Traction curve shape parameters.--As stated previously,
the traction curve predicted by' SHABERTH tbllows a fixed
mathematical function, increasing linearly at low sliding speeds
and then asymptotically approaching the value of#*. Values
of X8 and Y_ obtained from the nondimensionalized curve of
/_/I** as a function of u.,/u,* are used to calculate # as a
function of u from equation (21), once /_* and u,* are
known. The values of Xu and YH that were R)und from the
RP-I data were 0.15 and 0.65 respectively.
Results and Comparisons
In this section the effect of the correction to the exponent
of P,, in equations (19) and (20) witl be shown to be
negligible. The term "experimental data" will be used to mean
the equivalent line-contact data that was transformed from the
experimental elliptical data. Figure 17 shows a comparison
of curves of /_ as a function of u,/V. These curves were
generated by, the SHABERTH model at test matrix conditions
by using the corrected ((191 and (20)) and uncorrected ((26)
and (27)) equations with the appropriate values of Ci and C2
for each. For reference, the experimental curve at the same
conditions is also shown. For both SHABERTH curves, the
effect of temperature onfP,,' has been neglected (i.e., Ci and
C_ are temperature-averaged values). The value of the
maximum traction coefficient of the corrected curve exceeds
that of the uncorrected curve by 5 percent. Over the range
of conditions, the maximum difference in the two predicted
values of/_* was 5 percent, with an average difference of
3 percent. The percentages for maximum and average
differences in the values of u7 were companlble to those
of it*.
In figure 18. which shows corrected and uncorrected curves
at an extrapolated condition of pressure (330 kpsi) and rolling
velocity (3937 in./sec), the curves differ by 6 percent.
As was stated previously, the values of the proportionality
constants Cj and C, that were hard-coded for the original
lubricants would need to be recalculated by using the original
traction data if equations (261 and (27) were to be substituted
for equations (191 and (20). However, for a 1- to 5-percent
difference in the value of/._*, recalculation does not seem worth
the effort.
Neglecting the temperature dependency of CI and C2,
though, has a greater effect on the results. Figures 19 and 20
compare experimental traction curves at various conditions,
not only, to those predicted by using temperature-averaged
values of CI and C2 but also to those predicted by' using
temperature-dependent values of Cl and C,.
The curves in figure 19 are all at the lower temperature
condition (104 °F). In all cases the temperature-dependent
curves predict the value of p.* quite well. The errors between
the experimental values of/x* and those predicted by' using
temperature-dependent CI and Q are, respectively, 2.6, 0.6,
0.3, and 1.2 percent for the fi)ur cases shown. Over the range
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<a) Hi eh lllaXilIIUlllomtact pI-c'.,surc,high r_lling _chwitv: P,, 279 kpsi: V. 1953 in.,'scc.
(hi I+o'_ maxmmnl contact pressure: P.. lg5 kp',i (',clocit.,,, 1969 m /.,co).
(c} I.m_ rolling ,.oh+city: V. 1200 in./_,ec (P,. 279 kp,,il.
t:igurc 20.--+l'ra,..li_m coctficicnl of RP.- I a', a function t+I+slide-to roll ratio at 149 °F compari,,on t+l cur,,cs I'rtm+ Irallsl_+rlned cxpcrinlcntal data 'ailh thu>,c
irom SHABERTH prcdictiun,, using temperature a'+cragcd and tcmpcralurc-dcpcndcnt ct_cfl'icicnt,+.
of conditions at the lov, er temperature, the average error was
3.4 percent and the highest error, 8.2 percent.
Since the value of y* decreases with increases in tempera-
lure, the use of the temperature-averaged values of Ct and C,
underpredicts the experimental values at the lower
temperature. In the cases shown, the values of u* from using
temperature-averaged C_ and Cz differ from the experimental
ones by' 8.2, 9.9, 10.0, and 9.3 percent respectively. The average
error in ,a* over the range of conditions at the lower tempera-
ttn+c was 10.3 percent, and the highest error was 17.9 percent.
Figu,e 19 also shov+'s that the accuracy withwhich the shape
of the traction curve is predicted varies with contact pressure
and rolling velocity. As a result of SHABERTH's asymptot-
ically increasing model of the traction curve, any thermal
dissipation effects, that is, decreasing traction at high u,/V,
arc completely neglected. Of greater importance, however,
is the prediction of the low u,IV region, since ball sliding in
a bearing occurs predominantly at low uJ V.
Parts (a) and (b) of figure 19 show curves at conditions of
different maximum contact pressures, but of the same rolling
velocity. At low contact pressure (fig. 19(a)) the effect of
thermal dissipation is small, and the predicted temperature-
dependent curve agrees well with the experimental one at high
u JV. At low tq/V, however, the SHABERTH curve both
overpredicts the initial slope and remains linear up to a higher
u,/V than does the experimental curve. At high contact
pressure (fig. 19(b)) the thermal effect at high u,/V is much
more pronounced and, thus, not well predicted by
SHABERTH. However, the initial tx)rtion of the curve is better
predicted at the higher contact pressure, ahnost exactly
matching the shape of the experirnental curve up to
0.015 u,IV.
Parts (c) lind (d) of figure 19 show the effect of rolling
velocity on the shape of the curve at the same contact pressure.
At Io\\' rolling velocity (fig. 19(c)) the high uJV region is
',\ell predicted bccltuse of the abscnce of significant thermal
effects, but th, initial slope is underpredicted. Also. the
predictcd curve t_.mains linear up to a higher uJVthan does
the experimental curvc. Thc high rolling velocity curves in
figure 17(d) shov, that lhe lherrnal effect increases with rolling
velocit\, thcreb'_ Cltusing greater discrepancies at high u,IV.
The it_itial poriion of the curvc is, however, very well
prcdictcd, accuratcly matching the shape of the curve up to
0.06 u,/V.
The resulls at the higher temperature (149 °F) were very
similar (see fig. 20). Again. the values of >* obtained by' using
tcmperature-dependcnt CI and C_ show good agreement with
the experimental ones. For the conditions shown in figure 20
parts (a) to (c), the temperature-dependent prediction of _*
differs from thc experitneutal prediction by' 5.9, 1.5, and 3.9
percent respectively'. The average error over the range of
conditions tit this tetnperature \,,'as 4.1 percent, and the highest
error, 9.8 percent. The values of #* determined by using
temperature-averaged vahtes of CI and C: overpredicted the
experitnental #* by 21.1. 12.2. and 9.9 percent in figure 20
parts (a) to (c). respectively. The average error was 14.4
percent and the highest. 25.3 percent.
Thc same trends in ability to predict the shape of the traction
curxc at+c seen tit the higher temperature as tit the lower.
Fieurc 20(a) shows curvcs at a condition of high contact
pre_,surc and high roiling velocity. The initial portion of the
curve is vet'> well predicted up to 0.03 u,/V, whereas the
high u,/V region is not well predicted because of thermal
dissipation effects. At a lo\ver contact pressure and the same
rollin,.z velocity (fig 19(b)). the high u,/V region is well
predicted, bul the predicted curve a.t low uJV rernains linear
up to a highcr u,/V ratio lhan does the experimental one.
Fieure 201c) sho\_ s curves lit lhe same contact pressure as in
figure 20(a) btll at a lower rolling velocity. As in the low-
temperature case, the initial slope of the curve is
undcrprcdicled. There is slill a significant thernlal effect in
this experimental curve because of the high contact pressure.
In general, the error from using temperature-averaged values
of ('_ and C, runs approximately 10 percent higher than that
from using ihe dis,:relc, temperature-dependent values. The
traction model for RP-I does very well (1) at predicting the
shape of the low u,/V region of the traction curve at
conditions of high maximum contact pressure and high rolling
vcloc ly' lind (2) tit predicting the shape of the high u,/V
region lit condilions in which thcrmal dissipation does not play'
a significant role (i.e.. low maxhnum contact pressures and.
low rolling velocities). At conditions of low contact pressure
or hw, rolling velocity, the inilial slope of the traction curve
is not well predicled, and the predicted curves remain linear
up to higher u,/V vahles than do the experirnental curves.
Concluding Remarks
An eftiwt is underway both to provide data on and to develop
a bearing design methodology for Rocket Propellant I (RP- 1 ),
a hydrocarbon fuel, for possible use in future engine programs.
Integral to this effl_rt is the modificatior! of the rolling-element
bearing analytic code SHABERTH to incorporate RP-I as a
bearing lubricant. Modification of the code requires thai certain
specific property data be hard-coded. Of the required dala,
the only information not previously kno,xn for RP-1 were the
characteristics of traclion force as a function of shear rate:
these characteristics must be determined experimentally. The
traction data were obtained and fit into the traction model of
SHABERTH, thereby' pro\,iding a set of parameters that were
hard-coded.
A slight error was detected in the traction equations thai are
in the SHABERTH program. However, lack of traction data
on the original lubricants prevented immediate correction of
the error. The error \,,,as found to make an insignificant
difference in predicting traction [or RP- I. A particular traction
coefficient for RP-1 was found to be temperature-dependent:
this is not accounted for by the model. Prediction of the
maximum traction coefficient by using temperature-averaged
cocfficients erred by an average of 12 percent, whereas
predictkm by using the discrete coefficients at the tyro
temperature conditions erred by an average of 4 percent.
Currently, the temperature-averaged coefficients are being
used. Future work may include developing and adding a
temperature-dependent coefficient into the model. The model
of the pressure-viscosity coefficient as a function of
temperature was tailored to RP-I by' using RP-I pressure-
viscosity data.
A potential project is the investigatiort of more recent traction
models, with the possible replacement of the present traction
rnodcl in the SHABERTH code in mind. Much work has been
done in the area of traction modeling since the development
of the SHABERTH code. It is now possible to reduce the
traction data to a few fundamental parameters from which the
entire traction curve can be predicted with good accuracy.
including the high slide-to-roll region where thermal
dissipation can become a significant factor.
One such model, which has shown very good agreement
with experimental data on a wide \,artery of lubricants and
which would be a good candidate to replace SHABERTH, is
the Johnson-Tevaarwerk model. In addition to its ability' to
accurately predict fluid traction due to ball sliding, the Johnson-
Tevaarwerk model has demonstrated the capability to take into
account spin and asperity contact as well. Further experimental
v,,ork on RP-I. as well as work on the SHABERTH code,
would be needed for the spin and asperity options.
Lew'is Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Cleveland, Ohio, April 17. 1990
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Appendix A
Changes to the SHABERTH Code
This appendix describes the changes which must be made to the SHABERTH code in order to incorporate RP-1 as a lubricant
choice. It includes the modified portions of the SHABERTH code.
A fifth lubricant choice, Freon E-l, was added to the code in 1986. Some versions of the code may not have this addition.
The code listed herein has all of the necessary information for adding both the Freon E-I and the RP-1 choices.
VISC02
In the subroutine VISCO2, lines 2, 3, 4, and 11 must be added. The variable NCODE must be added to the input list in
both the subroutine statement and the call statements. The lbtlowing infl_rmation is contained in these additions:
BB = 544. (constant B r in Barus pressure-viscosity re ationship, I/GPa)
DP = 25.6 (pressure solidification temperature Dp in Barus pressure-viscosity relationship. °C)
VISC02
1
SUBROUTINE VISC02 ( NCODE,A,B,TEMP,RHO60, G,
2 BB = 5q_.
3 DP = 25.6
4 TT = (TEMP - 32.)_(5./9.)
VISCP, ALO, RHO )
5 C = IO._wA
6 EXP = C / ( TEMP + 659.7 )_WB
7 VISCS : IO._wEXP - .6
8 RHO = RH060 - G w ( TEMP - 60.
9 VISCP = RNO w VISC5
10
11
CALL ALPHAO ( Bw.2, VISCS, TEMP+_59.7, ALO )
IF (NCODE.EQ.6) ALO = (BB/(TT+DP))_6.894E-06
12 RETURN
13 END
EHDSKF
In the subroutine EHDSKF, the following variable values must be added at the end of each appropriate data list in the DATA
statement (lines 3 to 8). Also, in line 9, 'N .LT. 6' must be changed to 'N .LT. 7'.
CI = 113450. (G)
C2 = 24.65 (Q)
C3 = 0.0329 (0.48 - 0.61Xo)
C4 = 0.203 (0.4X0 - 0.09)
AI = 3.23 (Al)
A2 = 1.6 (A2)
PI = 3.4E5 (PI)
SLB : 0.15 (XB)
FBK = 0.65 (Yu)
EHDSKF
I
,) SUDROU[INE EHDSKF( ET, H, V, PO, US, N, UM )
DIMENSION CI(6)'C2(6),C3(6),C_(6),AI(f),A2(6),PI(6),SLB(6),FBK(6)
2O
3
4
5
6
7
8
DATA C1/473_.5,_6293.,68910.,27350.,28000.,113_50"/" C2/304.848,
1102.58,17.31,12q._226,125.012,24.65/, C3/0.297,-0.093_,0.053,
2_0.0873,_0.0881,.0329/,C_/0.03,0.286,0.19,0.282,0.284"0"203/'A1/
33.q2,4.08,3.29,6.88,6.80,3.23/, A2/2.1_,1._8,1.5,3._4,3._0,1.6/,
_P1/1.SES,1.7ES,1.TES,2.2ES,2.OE5,3.4ES/" SLB/0.1,0.25,0.15,0.25,
50.25,0.15/, FBK/O.65,0.68,O.65,0.68,0.6B,O.65/
9 IF( N .GT. 0 .AND. N .LT. 7 ) GO TO 10
tO KT = 6
II NRITE(KT,IO0)
12 100 FORMAT('O',119('w'),/'O AN IMPROPER LUBRICANT TYPE CODE HAS BEEN
13 $PASSED TO EHDSKF. EXECUTION TERMINATES'/'O',119('_') )
14 STOP
15 10 CONTINUE
16 UM = 1.E-8
17 IF ( PO .LT. 1000. ) RETURN
18 IF ( PO .LT. PI(N) ) X1 = (PO/PI(N)) ww AI(N)
19 IF( PO .GT. PI(N) ) XI = (PO/PI(N)) ww A2(N)
20 UMS = CI(N) / pOWwl.l_ w XI_B.61 _ ETWWO.S9 _ VW_C3(N) / H_WO.q5
21 USS = C2(N)/PO_WO.I_/XI_O._/ET_WI.1 w V_wC_(N) _ HW_0.55
22 FBREAK = FBK(N)
23 SVB = SLB(N)
24 SV = US/USS
25 UM = UMS w FRICTN[FBREAK, SVB, SV )
26 RETURN
27 END
LUPROP
In the subroutine LUPROP. Text must be added to the DATA list in lines 8 and 9. In line 15, ',600' must be added to the
GOTO statement. Lines 82 to 96 must be added. These lines contain the following information:
V1SI = 1.571
VIS2 = 0.7542
A = 13.98464
B = 5.26787
RHO60 = 0.8065
G = 7.2E-04
COND = 0.13806
BETA = 0.007278
AKN = 20.
FRIC = 0.070
(kinematic viscosity at 100 °F, cSt)
(kinematic viscosity at 210 °F, cSt)
(constant in Walther's equation)
(constant in Walther's equation)
(fluid density at 60 °F, g/cm _)
(fluid thermal expansion coefficient, 1/°C)
(fluid thermal conductivity, W/m °C)
(auxiliary temperature-viscosity coefficient, l/°R)
(EHD high-contact stress factor--not used with the SKF fluid traction model)
(Allen friction coefficient--not used with the SKF fluid traction model)
LUPROP
l SUBROUTINE LUPROP ( NCODE,
2 $ VIS2, XLUBE, IMET )
KK, A, B, BETA, RH060, G, COND, VIS1,
3 DIMENSION AL(9,6), XLUBE(9,6)
4 COMMON /FLMDAT/ EMOD(2), AKN, FRIC
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56
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
3O
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
DATA AL /, ','SHt,tEL',tL ','TUI,'RB','O ',133, , , , , , M'
1 'IL',V-L','-7t,I80,•,BG, , , , ,
• , 'PL', 'Yp','HN', ' L ','ET' "
2 'H ' 'MC' '52' '93, , , , M I ,iLl ,_L I ,_Z, ,36, ,99, , ,
3 ' ' ' ' 'SP' 'EC' 'IA' 'L ' 'El' ' ' ' ' ' ' 'RO' 'CK'
'_ 'ET',' P' fRO' 'PE' 'LL' 'NT' , I'/
•.• FILL XLUBE NITH THE APPROPRIATE ALPHMERIC LUBRICANT TYPE DATA•
DO i0 I = 1,9
10 XLUBE(I,KK) = AL(I,NCODE)
KT = 6
• •. DETERMINE THE LUBRICANT TYPE FROM NCODE
GO TO ( I00, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600 ), NCODE
I00 CONTINUE
• •• THE LUBRICANT IS SHELL TURBO
VIS1 = 64.
VIS2 = 8.
A = 10.34671
B = 3.672531
RHO60 = 0.879975
G = 6.336E-4
COND = 0.11614
BETA = 0•01932
AKN = 18.2
FRIC = .075
GO TO 999
33
2O0 CONTINUE
THE LUBRICANT IS A MIl-I
VISI = 12.76
VIS2 = 3.2
A = 10.214494
B = 3.698398
RH060 = .9526
G = 7.092E-4
COND = 0,15218
BETA = 0.013168
AKN = 18.2
FRIC = .045
GO TO 999
780BG
3O0 CONTINUE
THE LUBRICANT IS POLY PHENYL ETHER MCS 293
VIS1 = 25.4
VIS2 = 4.13
A = II.45195Q
B = 4.112963
RH060 = 1.2006
G = 7.47E-4
COND : 0.11924
BETA = 0.016798
AKN = Z4.9
53 FRIC = .070
54 GOTO 999
55 q00 CONTINUE
56 . . THE LUBRICANT IS A MIL-L-23699
57 VIS1 = 28.
58 VIS2 = 5.1
59 A = 10.207208
60 B = 3.655059
61 RH060 : 1.0102
62 G : 7._SZE-q
63 COND = 0.15218
64 BETA = 0.016089
65 AKN = 18.2
66 FRIC = .070
67 GO TO 999
68 C
69 C
LUBRICANT ADDED FOR CRYOGENIC USE
E.S.ARMSTRONG, LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, q-10-B6
70 500 CONTINUE
71 C .... THE LUBICANT IS SPECIAL El
72 VISI = ._370
73 VIS2 = ._I06
74 A = 17.2097
75 B = 6.9177
76 RH060 = 1.56_
77 G = .002826
78 COND = .06921
79 BETA = .0180
80 AKN = 20.
8[ FRIC = .070
82 GOTO 999
83 C
84 C
LUBRICANT ADDED - LOW VISCOSITY FUEL
C. M. WOODS , LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER , I0/28/88
85 600 CONTINUE
86 C ..... THE LUBRICANT IS RP-I
87 VISI = 1.571
88 VIS2 = .7542
89 A = 13.98q6_
90 B = 5.26787
91 RH060 = 0.8065
92 G = 7.2E-Oq
93 COND = 0.13806
94 BETA = 0.007278
95 AKN = 20.
96 FRIC = .070
97
98
999 CONTINUE
CONVERT TO ENGLISH INITS IF REQUIRED.
23
99
l O0
I01
[O2
103
I04
IF( IMET .EQ. I ) GO TO 1000
RH060 = RH060 _ 0.036127
G = G _ 0.5555555
VISI = VISI _ 1.55E-$
VIS2 = VIS2 w 1.55E-3
COND = COND w 0.5777
I05 I000 CONTINUE
I06 RETURN
I07 END
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Appendix B
Symbols
constants in Walther's equation
generic expression for A I and A_
parameters in the viscoelastic relationship
semimajor length of Hertzian contact
ellipse, in.
exponents of the nondimensional traction
equation
lubricant-dependent constant in Barus
model, ° C/Pa
semiminor width of Hertzian contact
ellipse, in.
coefficients in geometric fit
coefficients in exponential fit
constants in the Fresco model
general constant of proportionality
constant in the viscoelastic relationship
constant in the fih-n thickness relationship
constants of proportionality in traction
equations
constants in traction equation
specific heat of fluid, Btu/°F-in. _
pressure solidification temperature in
Barus model, °C
coefficients in polynomial fit
effective elastic modulus, Ib/in.=
fluid coefficient of thermal expansion, I/°C
minimum fihn thickness, in.
conductivity of fluid fihn, ft-lb/ft °F-see;
W/m °C, respectively
constant in fihn thickness relationship
pressure, lb/in.2: Pa, respectively
maximum Hertzian contact pressure, lb/in. 2
function of P_, in viscoelastic relationship
parameter in the viscoelastic relationship,
lb/in. _
curvature sum in x-direction (rolling
direction), in.
fluid temperature, OF
experimental traction force, lb
average experimental traction force per
unit length, lb/in.
speed viscosity product
V I ,U2
II,/ll l
V
<,
XB,YB
X *
V
V*
7..
O(
'T3
r/,,,r/j_
,710_
0
/x
#'
(_t')*
p.p
O
T_
rolling velocity of disk 1 and disk 2,
respectively, in./sec
sliding velocity, in./sec
sliding velocity at which #* occurs, in./sec
nondimcnsionalized sliding velocity
rolling velocity (entrainment velocity), in./sec
constant in the viscoelastic relationship, in./sec
shape parameters lor the predicted traction
curve
coordinate in contact plane in direction of
rolling, in.
coordinate of nondimensional curve for uJu*
coordinate in contact plane normal to
rolling, in.
coordinate of nondimensional curve fi_r/x//x*
coordinate normal to contact plane, in.
pressure-viscosity coefficient, in.e/Ib
temperature-viscosity coefficient, 1/°R
secondary pressure-viscosity coefficient,
in.2/Ib
exponent in the relationship of #* as a
function of V
ambient absolute viscosity at inlet tempera-
lure, lb-sec/in.2: cP, respectively
effective absolute viscosity in contact,
lb-sec/in.=: Pa-sec, respectively
ambient absolute viscosity at inlet
temperature, Pa-scc
fluid inlet temperature, °C
parameter in the viscoelastic relationship
traction coefficient (tractive three/normal load)
nondimensionalized traction coefiicient term
maximum traction coefficient
maximuna nondimcnsionalized traction
coefficient term
ambient kinematic viscosity at inlet
temperature, cSt
fluid density, g/cm_; lb/in. _, respectively
composite surface roughness, in.
fluid shear stress in rolling direction, Ib/in. 2
nondimensionalized sliding velocity term
nondimensionalized sliding velocity term at
(_')*
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